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Abstract There was proposed a new method of estimation of multiprobe microwave 
multimeter algorithms precision by mean o f  accumulation of partial error. The least 
square solution is used for variance and covariance matrix definition. The weighed 
coefficient is obtained from algorithms derivatives with respect to intermediate vari- 
able. Substituting the expression for standard deviation (variance) end weighed coef- 
ficient in formula for partial error accumulation we can compare different algorithms, 
study frequency properties of algorithms and make conclusion about its applicability 
in multiprobe microwave multimeter for passing power and reflection coefficient 
definition. It was proved that solutions (i.e.algorithms) arc the same for analytic and 
numerical (least square) method. So it i s  possible apply least square solution for three 
equation with three unknown variable. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The multiprobe microwave multimeter is a 
new measurement device, designed to determine inci- 
dent, reflected, passing into termination power, wave- 
length and the complex reflection coefficient of ter- 
mination. Its principle of action is based on standing 
wave in the transmission line restoration on the 
ground of reading of discreet sensor that located defi- 
nite manner along the transmittion line. The sensors 
can be thermometers, thermistors, bolometers, diodes 
and other measurement transformator. The sensors 
signals, passing through an amplifying and normaliza- 
tion channel expose on microprocessor system bus, it 
determines the meaning of measured signal and tract 
parameters. 

The real sensors differ from their idealistic 
models by nonlinearity and deviation of technological 
characteristics, non point shape, dependence of trans- 
formation coefficient on frequency, in spite of pre- 
liminary estimation of other errors and correction 
making. The normalizing channel adds errors too. It 
causes that final result has errors. 

The multiprobe powermeter and circuit ana- 
lyzer error calculation methods known until now have 
its disadvantages: the partial derivative calculation on 
sensor signal base result in cumbersome and non sim- 
ple result [3], if it was used Jacobian for estimation a 
priori of equation system, than the solution not tied 
directly to calculation algorithm [4,5] ; when disper- 
sion ellipsoid or variance and covariance matrix was 

used, the calculation is concerned to a reflection coef- 
ficient, not to a passing power. 

There was described two stage esrtimation 
procedure in the work [1,2]: at the first stage the pri- 
mary transformator error is determined, at the second 
stage, from the first stage results the indirect meas- 
urement errors are determined. This report purpose is 
a passing power, a modulus and phase of reflection 
coefficient error determination on the base of two 
stage method. 

2. MULTIMETER ALGORITHMS DEFINITION 

Lets consider three probes multimeter for 
fixed frequency. There are three sensors disposed an 
U8 distance; the second sensor is origin of coordi- 
nates. The sensor signals is described by following 
equation system under condition that their frequency 
and amplitude characteristics are identical 

(1) 
I: = ~ , ( i  + r2 + 2r cos(q- s)), 
f2 = P"_, (1 + rz + 2r cosfp), i 6 = P",(l+ f * + 2rcos(P,+o))  

For nonlinear equation system the solution 
has some difficulties. For simplifying purpose the 
linearization was made by means of intermediate vari- 
able and trigonometric transformation was performed. 
P = P,,, (1 + r* ), 

The equation system (1) can be written in 
bp = 21- 

matrix form 
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(2) 
Than sought after expression for passing 

power, modulus and phase of complex reflection coef- 
ficient, connect to intermediate variable looks like this 

APsinq 
q? = urcig -. 

APcosfp 

3.ACCtlMULATION OF PARTIAL ERROR 

The general error of measurement parameters 
can be determined by the law of accumulation of pri- 
vate errors with using of weighted coefficient and 
sensors standard deviation. So for passing power an 
reflection coefficient can be obtained following for- 
mulas 

Dny = Jw: + W 2 f l L r  + W P k , ; , ,  + 2w,w* C0VP.bPCOi .  

To use this formulas it is necessary to solve 
two tasks: first, to determine weighed coefficient, 
second, to determine variance and covariance. 

3.1 WEIGTED COEFFlCIENT DEFINITION 

From expression (3) were found weighed 
coefficient as derivatives with respect to intermediate 
variable for indirect measurement error. For passing 
power and other parameters weighted coefficients are 

-r  cosp(l+ f 2 )  s i n p ( l +  Tz) w, f w, = w, = 
P,, ( I  - r2 ) ' 2 P , ( r *  - I ) '  2 P W ( P  - I )  

- 2rcos  47 - 2rsin c w, = ~ w, =- i+r2 w, =- 1-r2 ' 1-r2 ' I - f '  
sin p cos p w w, =- 
2rp, 21-p- w, = o  a -  

3.2. VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE DEFINI- 
TION 

The standard deviation definition is a more 
complex task. At first we have sensor errors either 
known from sensor passport or calculated on fust 
stage of two stage procedure. Then it is necessary to 
transform them into intermediate variable error. Lvov 
and othcr [ 71 show'plausibility of the least square 
solution application for multiprobe system, which 
method is usually used when equation quantity is 
more than unknown quantity. Further it will be 
shown, that the least square solution can be used in 
particular case when equation quantity is equal to un- 
known variance quantity. The least square solution 
suppose following order of action: 

to calculate Fisher matrix as product of equation 1) 
After substituting (2) into (3) it was obtained system matrix and its transpose matrix 
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5 )  to write down and to simplify solution by uniting 
similar terms 

(4 t P, + 4)(2COS2 Q,+ 1) -(2cosQ,+ I)( (4 + 4 ) c o s p +  P2) 
Z(C0S p - 1)‘ 

P =  

(2cos 9, t 1) (6 + P2 + 4 )  f 3((4 + P, )cosq + P, ) 
Z(c0sp - 

(4 -P,)sinp 
2sin2p . 

6) the solution analysis shows that this solution is 
equal the solution obtained analytically. 

APcosq = - 

APsinq = 

4. CONCLUSION 
Conclusions: 1) the least square solution can 

be applied for three equation with three unknown; 2) 
the variance and covariance matrix for insertion in 
expression for error accumulation was obtained so all 
elements for expression (5) are found. 
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